Sirius Solutions Hosts Annual Performance Summit in Houston, TX

Professional services firm hosts thought leaders for the benefit of local business owners.

HOUSTON (PRWEB) January 22, 2019 -- Sirius Solutions' inaugural Sirius Performance Summit (SPS) drew over 100 attendees this past November. The attendees came from a broad cross-section of industries and represented companies of all sizes. The executives came to listen to four guest speakers, each committed to delivering fresh, new ideas designed to help their companies achieve peak performance.

The first guest was Elaine Len Hering of the Harvard Negotiation Project and Triad Consulting. Her presentation explored the science and art of using feedback to enhance performance while motivating and developing people.

Next up was Juliet Funt, CEO of Whitespace at Work. She discussed how to liberate employees from busywork. The goal? Allowing employees the freedom to unleash their talents, and to achieve true productivity.

The third speaker was Bill Johnson, Group Vice President and Chief Transformation Officer at DCP Midstream. He revealed how he transformed his business by deploying innovative technologies in a strategic way.

Finally, Flip Flippen, Chairman and Founder of the Flippen Group, discussed how to use analytics to identify and break the patterns that hinder growth.

SPS typically focuses on sharing unique insights with business leaders regarding on how they can enhance their vision, inspire their teams, and strengthen performance. Sirius Solutions chose each speaker with these goals in mind.

"Sirius is dedicated to supporting leaders and their teams by presenting ideas and concepts worth sharing that have proven effective in enhancing performance and results," says Kristi Chickering, CEO of Sirius Solutions.

For more information, or to get details about this year's Sirius Performance Summit, contact Veroneeca Edwards at vedwards@sirsol.com.
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ABOUT SIRIUS SOLUTIONS

Sirius Solutions is a professional services firm focused on improving the operational and financial performance of its clients. As former industry senior executives and trained professionals, their people are performance-
focused and understand the complexities, nature and timing of their clients’ unique business challenges. Sirius Solutions’ professionals are experts in making businesses run well, with a proven history of improving economic performance, solving complex business issues, business event execution, and operational transformation.

To learn more, visit www.sirsol.com.
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